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7th Grade US II Antebellum Technology 

Did Antebellum Technology 
Make Life Better? 

 

 
 

HIstoryHit 
 

Supporting Questions 

1. How did the cotton gin, mechanical reaper, steamboat, and steam locomotives change 
work?    

2. How did the cotton gin and mechanical reaper impact the economy? 
3. How did the steamboat and steam locomotive transportation impact the economy? 
4. What impact did Antebellum technologies have on various groups of people?
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11th Grade US I Antebellum Technology 

 

Did Antebellum Technology Make Life Better? 

Virginia Social Studies 
Standards 

US I.8d: The student will apply social science skills to understand westward expansion and reform in 
America from 1801 to 1861 by d) describing the impact of inventions, including the cotton gin, the 
reaper, the steamboat, and the steam locomotive, on life in America; 

Staging the Compelling 
Question Discuss how cell phones make life better and more complicated.  

 
Supporting Question  Supporting Question  Supporting Question  Supporting Question 

How did the cotton gin, 
mechanical reaper, 
steamboat, and steam 
locomotive change work? 

 How did the cotton gin and 
mechanical reaper impact 
the economy? 

 How did steamboat and 
steam locomotive 
transportation impact the 
economy? 

 What impact did 
Antebellum technologies 
have on various groups of 
people? 

Formative Performance 
Task 

 Formative Performance 
Task 

 Formative Performance 
Task 

 Formative Performance 
Task 

Complete a graphic 
organizer with details about 
the cotton gin, mechanical 
reaper, steamboat, and 
steam locomotive. 

 Begin work on a chart 
detailing the effects of the 
cotton gin and mechanical 
reaper on the economy. 

 Complete a chart detailing 
the effects of the 
steamboat and steam 
locomotive transportation 
on the economy. 

 Make claims about the 
impact of Antebellum 
technologies on various 
groups of people. 

Featured Sources  Featured Sources  Featured Sources  Featured Sources 

Source A: Illustration and 
information about the cotton 
gin  
Source B: Illustration and 
information and about the 
mechanical reaper 
Source C: Illustration and 
information about the 
steamboat 
Source D: Illustration and 
information about the steam 
locomotive 

 Source A:  Map of the 
expansion of slavery over 
time 
Source B: Map of cotton 
production: 1790–1860 
Source C: Additional 
information about the 
cotton gin and the 
mechanical reaper 

 Source A: Map of growth of 
railroads from 1850 to 1860 
Source B: Additional 
information about the 
steamboat and steam 
locomotive 
Source C: Essay on “The 
Great Transformation, 1712 
to 1973” 

 Source A: Essay on 
industrialization, labor, and 
life 
Source B: Painting of 
American Progress 
Source C: Photographs of 
laborers working on in 
various settings 

 

Summative 
Performance 

Task 

ARGUMENT. Construct an argument (e.g., detailed outline, poster, essay) that addresses the compelling 
question using specific claims and relevant evidence from historical sources while acknowledging competing 
views. 

EXTENSION. Create a visual representation of the argument.  

Taking 
Informed 

Action 

UNDERSTAND. Examine the ongoing impact of the present-day Technology Revolution.   
ASSESS. Consider how new technologies impact people and how to lessen the negative effects.  
ACT. Create and share a public statement about how technology can be used without as many negative 
effects. 

 
*Featured sources are suggested and links are provided.  It may be that these links are broken and we apologize in advance for the 
inconvenience. This inquiry was developed by ..
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Overview 

Inquiry Description 

This inquiry focuses on the question of whether Antebellum technology made life better overall for people and 
how certain inventions impacted groups of people differently. Four innovations—the cotton gin, mechanical 
reaper, steamboat, and steam locomotive—were particularly impactful in the 19th century. These inventions 
came about quickly as part of the First Industrial Revolution, which was marked by the movement from hand 
production to machine work. Many scholars view James Hargreaves’ 1760s invention of yarn-spinning machine, 
the spinning jenny, as the start of the Industrial Revolution. From that point forward, new technologies came 
along quickly. Beginning in in the 1790s, four inventions, the cotton gin, the mechanical reaper, the steamboat, 
and the steam locomotive, provided the impetus for rapid economic development for some, while at the same 
time increasing inequality and suffering for many.    

This inquiry highlights the following Virginia social studies standards. 

● US I.8d: The student will apply social science skills to understand westward expansion and reform in 
America from 1801 to 1861 by d) describing the impact of inventions, including the cotton gin, the 
reaper, the steamboat, and the steam locomotive, on life in America; 

This inquiry is expected to take four 50-minute class periods. The inquiry time frame could expand if teachers think their 
students need additional instructional experiences (e.g., supporting questions, formative performance tasks, featured 
sources, writing). Teachers are encouraged to adapt the inquiry to meet the needs and interests of their particular 
students. This inquiry lends itself to differentiation and modeling of historical thinking skills while assisting students in 
reading the variety of sources.  

Structure of the Inquiry  

In addressing the compelling question, students will respond to four supporting questions about the cotton gin, 
mechanical reaper, steamboat, and steam locomotives and the impact of their introduction into the economy. 
The questions, tasks, and sources in this inquiry asks students to begin by completing a graphic organizer with 
information about each invention. From there, students will chart the impact of each invention on the economy 
and make claims about the impact of these inventions on various groups of people in America. 

A collection of sources provide access to information about each of the innovations including advertisements and 
pamphlets from the time, maps, photos, and illustrations related to the cotton gin, mechanical reaper, steamboat, and 
steam locomotives. Using knowledge developed in the formative tasks, students make an argument in response to the 
compelling question about whether Antebellum technology made life better for people. 
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Staging the Compelling Question 

 
In staging the compelling question, students discuss how cell phones have made life better while perhaps also more 
complicated. With this staging task, students are given an opportunity to think about how technology impacts life for 
good and bad. Teachers may also provide a brief description of the concept of “technological innovation” and a short (1-
2 minute) overview of the history of the Industrial Revolution. 

The staging task is not designed to delve too far into the specific content of the compelling question. Instead, it’s 
intended to provide a frame of reference and context for the inquiry.  Specifically, students will see that there are 
multiple ways that decisions are made within a system (e.g., classroom, school, government etc.) and there are benefits 
and costs to all.  

This task may be completed in a brief period of time, depending on how much overall time is available for the inquiry. If 
following the guidelines described in the inquiry overview (three or five 50-minute class periods), then this staging task 
would likely only last 10-15 minutes. 
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Supporting Question 1 

 
The first supporting question asks, “How did the cotton gin, mechanical reaper, steamboat, and steam locomotives 
change work?” Each of these inventions had a unique impact. They resulted in new efficiencies and economic 
opportunities, but also concentrated wealth among those in power and led to increasingly difficult working conditions. 
These inventions also further entrenched slavery and suffering for enslaved people. As a result of the inventions of the 
Industrial Revolution, work and people begin to concentrate in cities and the agrarian society that dominated the early 
days of the American nation began to fade.  

In responding to this supporting question, students will complete a graphic organizer describing how the cotton gin, 
mechanical reaper, steam boat and steam locomotive changed work in America.  

The featured sources include informational pamphlets and advertisements for the cotton gin, the reaper, the 
steamboat, and the steam locomotive 

The formative performance task is to complete the graphic organizer with details about each invention. 

The following procedures may be used to support students as they complete this task. 

● Organize students in pairs or small groups.  

● Divide responsibilities as follows.  

o Describe of the way that the invention worked. 

o Describe how people complete the work. 

o Explain how the invention changed work. 

Work on the formative performance task provides students an opportunity to gather information they will need in 
responding to the compelling question.     
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Supporting Question 1 
Featured Source A Illustration and information about the cotton gin. 

 

The image and text below are from “Cotton Gin and the Expansion of Slavery.” Available from the Digital Public Library of 
America (DLPA) at https://dp.la/primary-source-sets/cotton-gin-and-the-expansion-of-slavery  

  
“Reproduction of Eli Whitney's Cotton Gin Model,” from Digital Public Library of America,  

In 1792, recent college graduate Eli Whitney moved to Georgia to work as a tutor on a plantation. There, Whitney 
learned that southern planters were eager to make cotton a profitable crop. Once cotton was picked from the field, 
seeds had to be removed from the cotton fiber by hand before cotton could be sold. This process was labor-intensive 
and time-consuming, and it limited the amount of cotton that planters, relying on the work of enslaved people, could 
produce. 

In 1793, Whitney invented and submitted a patent for the cotton gin—a machine that used rotating brushes and teeth 
to remove seeds from cotton fiber. His invention revolutionized cotton production, although Whitney faced challenges 
enforcing his patent and saw little profit from it. While an enslaved person needed about ten hours to separate the 
seeds from one pound of cotton fiber by hand, two people using the cotton gin could produce about fifty pounds of 
cotton in the same timeframe. 
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Supporting Question 1 
Featured Source B Illustration and information about the mechanical reaper. 

 

The image and text below is an excerpt from an essay titled “Invention of the McCormick Reaper” by Robert McNamara and is 
available from ThoughtCo at https://www.thoughtco.com/mccormick-reaper-1773393 
 

 
The original McCormick reaper, 1831. Courtesy of the Library of Congress, Washington, D.C 
 

Cyrus McCormick, a blacksmith in Virginia, developed the first practical mechanical reaper to harvest grain in 1831 when 
he was only 22 years old. His machine, at first a local curiosity, proved to be enormously important. In the decades 
following McCormick's first attempts to bring mechanical aid to farm work, his invention would revolutionize farming in 
the United States and around the world. McCormick's father had earlier tried to invent a mechanical device for 
harvesting but gave up on it. But in the summer of 1831 the son took up the job and labored for about six weeks in the 
family blacksmith shop. Confident he had worked out the tricky mechanics of the device, McCormick demonstrated it at 
a local gathering place, Steele's Tavern. The machine had some innovative features that would make it possible for a 
farmer to harvest grain faster than could ever be done by hand. The machine worked perfectly and McCormick was able 
to use it that year in the fall harvest. 
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Supporting Question 1 
Featured Source C Illustration and information about the steamboat. 

 
The image and text below is an excerpt from an essay titled “A History of Steamboats” by and is available at 
https://www.sam.usace.army.mil/Portals/46/docs/recreation/OP-
CO/montgomery/pdfs/10thand11th/ahistoryofsteamboats.pdf  

 
One of Fulton’s first sketches of the his North River Steamboat (Claremont) sketched while he was in France. Source: Robert Fulton 
and the Clermont. 
 
Before trains, cars, trucks and airplanes existed, rivers were used for travel. They carried people and goods from one 
place to another. River travel was often slow because speed of travel depended on the river current and manpower. 
That all changed with the introduction of steampowered boats in the late 1700s and early 1800s. The steam-powered 
boats could travel at the astonishing speed of up to five miles per hour. They soon revolutionized river travel and trade, 
and dominated the waterways. The dangers of steamboat travel such as explosions, sinkings, Indian attacks, and daring 
steamboat races captured the imagination of the country. The great steam-powered boats of the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries also played an important role in the expansion of the United States to the west. Eventually, other 
forms of transportation became more important than steamboats, but during their day, they ruled the nation’s rivers. 

The first successful steamboat was the Clermont, which was built by American inventor Robert Fulton in 1807. The 
Clermont was the combined effort of Fulton and Robert Livingston. Fulton was born in Lancaster County, Pennsylvania. 
By the age of 17, he was working as a painter in Philadelphia. In 1786, Fulton moved to London where he turned his 
lifelong interest in science and engineering into a new career. Fulton was especially interested in the use of steam 
engines and the possibility of using one to run a boat. He was also interested in canal systems and, eventually, moved to 
France to work on canals. It was in France that he met Robert Livingston. Like Fulton, Livingston was interested in using 
steam engines to run boats. He talked Fulton into returning to New York to build a steam-powered boat. Robert Fulton 
returned to New York in 1806. One year later on 17 August 1807, Fulton’s steamboat, the Clermont, made its first 
voyage on the Hudson River traveling 40 miles from New York to Albany in a record eight hours 
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Supporting Question 1 
Featured Source D Illustration and information about the steam locomotive. 

 
The image and text below is an adapted excerpt from an essay titled “It's All About Steam” from the Linda Hall Library in 
Kansas City, Missouri and is available at https://railroad.lindahall.org/essays/locomotives.html  
 

 
Trevithick's Tramroad Locomotive 

 

In 1802, Richard Trevithick patented a "high pressure engine" and created the first steam-powered locomotive engine 
on rails.  Trevithick wrote on February 21, 1804, after the trial of his locomotive engine, that he "carried ten tons of iron, 
five wagons, and 70 Men over nine miles. in 4 hours and 5 minutes."  Although pretty slow by today’s standards, it was 
the first step toward an innovation in transportation that would utterly change man's relationship to time and space.  

The Englishman George Stephenson and his son, Robert, built the first practical steam locomotive.  Stephenson built his 
"travelling engine" in 1814, which was used to haul coal out of a mine.  In 1829, the Stephensons built the famous 
locomotive Rocket, which used a multi-tube boiler, a practice that continued in successive generations of steam 
engines. The Rocket had an average speed of 13 miles per hour while pulling a load and reached speeds up to 29 miles 
per hour without a load.  

John Stevens built the first American steam locomotive in 1825.  He later founded one of America's first railroads, the 
Camden & Amboy Railroad. Peter Cooper’s 1830 steam locomotive called Tom Thumb was the first American locomotive 
to pull a passenger car on a railroad. 
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Supporting Question 2  

 
The second supporting question asks, "How did the cotton gin and mechanical reaper impact the economy?” The cotton 
gin transformed the American economy by making the production of cotton more profitable and thus driving growth in 
cotton production and related growth in slave labor. For the South, it meant that cotton could be produced plentifully 
and cheaply for domestic use and for export. By 1850, cotton was America's leading export. The mechanical reaper 
was used by farmers to harvest crops. This machine proved to be very helpful for wheat farmers because it increased 
food production as well as made harvesting easier. Farmers could now process more wheat much quicker and with less 
labor. 

The featured sources include two animated maps, one depicting the expansion of slavery over time and the other 
showing the growth of cotton production over time as well as additional information about the cotton gin and the 
mechanical reaper (taken from the same sources as supporting question #1).  

The formative performance task is to begin work on a chart detailing the effects each invention had on the economy. 
The following procedure may be used to support students as they complete this task. 

● Organize students in pairs or small groups or continue the grouping from supporting question #1.  

● Divide responsibilities as follows.  

o Explain how the cotton gin impacted the economy. 

o Explain how the mechanical reaper impacted the economy. 

Work on the formative performance task provides students an opportunity to gather information they will need in 
responding to the compelling question.     
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Supporting Question 2 
Featured Source Source A:  Map of the expansion of slavery over time 

 
Three maps from Smithsonian depicting the expansion of slavery in the United States from 1790 to 1860. An animated 
map is available online at https://www.smithsonianmag.com/history/maps-reveal-slavery-expanded-across-united-
states-180951452/  
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Supporting Question 2 
Featured Source Source B: Map of cotton production: 1790–1860 

Two maps from Mapping History at University of Oregon depicting cotton production in the United States from 1790 to 
1860. An animated map is available online at https://mappinghistory.uoregon.edu/english/US/US18-01.html 
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Supporting Question 2 
Featured Source Source C: Additional information about the cotton gin, the reaper, and the steam locomotive. 

This text below are from “Cotton Gin and the Expansion of Slavery.” Available from the Digital Public Library of America 
(DLPA) at https://dp.la/primary-source-sets/cotton-gin-and-the-expansion-of-slavery  

The invention of the cotton gin forever altered the economy, geography, and politics of the United States. The 
cotton gin made cotton tremendously profitable, which encouraged westward migration to new areas of the US 
South to grow more cotton. The number of enslaved people rose with the increase in cotton production, from 
700,000 in 1790 to over three million by 1850. By mid-century, the southern states were responsible for 
seventy-five percent of the world's cotton, most of which was shipped to New England or England, where it was 
made into cloth. Whitney’s cotton gin and its descendants helped the southern states become a major 
agricultural force in the world economy on the backs of a growing enslaved population. 

This text is an excerpt from an essay titled “Invention of the McCormick Reaper” by Robert McNamara and is available from 
ThoughtCo at https://www.thoughtco.com/mccormick-reaper-1773393 

Because farmers could harvest more, they could plant more. McCormick's invention of the reaper made the 
possibility of food shortages, or even famine, less likely. It was said that before McCormick's machinery changed 
farming forever, families would have to struggle to cut enough grain during the fall to last them until the next 
harvest. One farmer, highly skilled at swinging at scythe, might only be able to harvest two acres of grain in a 
day. With a reaper, one man with a horse could harvest large fields in a day. It was thus possible to have much 
larger farms, with hundreds or even thousands of acres. In the 1850s McCormick's business grew as Chicago 
became the center of the railroads in the Midwest, and his machinery could be shipped to all parts of the 
country. The spread of the reapers meant that American grain production also increased. It has been noted that 
McCormick's farming machines may have had an impact on the Civil War, as they were more common in the 
North. And that meant farmhands going off to war had less impact on grain production. In the South, where 
hand tools were more common, the loss of farm hands to the military had much more impact. 
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Supporting Question 3 

 
The third supporting question asks, " How did steamboat and steam locomotive transportation impact the economy?” 
Railroad expansion affected the U.S. economy by creating jobs, expanding national markets for goods, and extending 
economic activity westward into the Plains region and beyond. These new forms of transportation allowed certain 
people to acquire great wealth through investing in the railroad. Steamboats changed the types of goods available to 
local markets. By increasing transportation speed, farmers could sell surplus crops to remote locations without the 
produce spoiling during the trip. Selling surplus crops stimulated economic growth in local communities.  

The featured sources include a map depicting the growth of railroads from 1850 to 1860, additional information about 
the steamboat and steam locomotive (taken from the same sources as supporting question #1), and an excerpt from an 
essay on the economic transformation from in the 18th, 19th and 20th centuries. 

The formative performance task is to complete the graphic organizer begun in the last formative task detailing the 
effects each invention had on the economy. The following procedure may be used to support students as they complete 
this task. 

● Organize students in pairs or small groups or continue the grouping from previous supporting questions.  

● Divide responsibilities as follows.  

o Explain how the steamboat impacted the economy. 

o Explain how the steam engine impacted the economy. 

Work on the formative performance task provides students an opportunity to gather information they will need in 
responding to the compelling question.     
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Supporting Question 3 
Featured Source Source A: Map of growth of railroads from 1850 to 1860 

 
This source is available online at http://facweb.furman.edu/~bensonlloyd/civwar/rr1860.jpg  
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Supporting Question 3 
Featured Source Source B: Additional information about the steamboat and steam locomotive 

 
This text below is an excerpt from an essay titled “A History of Steamboats” by and is available at 
https://www.sam.usace.army.mil/Portals/46/docs/recreation/OP-
CO/montgomery/pdfs/10thand11th/ahistoryofsteamboats.pdf 
 

Most steam-powered boats shared a similar design, but different types of boats had different jobs. Towboats 
moved barges by pushing them up and down rivers; ferries carried people across rivers; snagboats cleared the 
river of dangers; packets carried goods, mail and people; and steamboats called fuelers met other steamboats 
along the rivers and re-supplied them with wood and coal or oil. Perhaps the most famous type of steamboat 
was the showboat. 
 
Showboats were the floating palaces of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Many showboats were 
beautifully decorated and had theaters, galleries, ballrooms, and saloons. They traveled up and down rivers 
bringing plays and music to river towns. Showboats would announce their arrival by playing their organ-like 
steam calliope, which could be heard for miles. While showboats provided excitement and entertainment for 
river towns, they were never very common. In 1900, there were less than 30 showboats, and by 1930 there 
were less than 10. 
 
Showboats may be the most famous type of steamboat, but the most common boat on the South’s rivers was 
the packet boat. Packet boats were very important because they were used to carry crops up and down the 
rivers. In fact, many river towns were built near large southern plantations to make getting crops to packet 
boats easier. Packets were also important because they carried people. On many of the boats there was a first-
class deck where passengers who could afford to traveled in relative luxury. Those who could not afford first 
class traveled in cramped conditions in the lower decks with the cows, pigs, and horses 

This text is an adapted from an essay titled “It's All About Steam” from the Linda Hall Library in Kansas City, Missouri and 
is available at https://railroad.lindahall.org/essays/locomotives.html 

American manufacturers produced locomotives equal in capacity to British engines, but at lower cost.  Though 
American engines were elaborately decorated with expensive brass work and labor costs were higher than in 
Britain, American manufacturers reduced costs by using less expensive cast iron rather than wrought iron for 
many components.  America's railroads began by using locomotives imported from Britain, but by the end of the 
19th century, America was a major producer of locomotives and had exported more than 2,900 engines. It is not 
an exaggeration to say that steam power and locomotives had the same transformative effect in the 19th 
century that the computer had in the 20th.  Robert Thurston, in his 1878 book on the history of the steam 
engine, said that it would be "superfluous to attempt to enumerate the benefits which it has conferred upon the 
human race, for such an enumeration would include an addition to every comfort and the creation of almost 
every luxury that we now enjoy." 
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Supporting Question 3 
Featured Source Source C: Essay on “The Great Transformation, 1712 to 1973.”  

 
The following is adapted from an essay by Richard Baldwin and is available from the United Nations Conference 
on Trade and Development at https://unctad.org/news/globalisation-automation-and-history-work-looking-back-
understand-future  
 
The Great Transformation was triggered by steam power. This first became a part of the economy in 1712, when steam 
engines helped drain water out of British coal mines. This was not a technological marvel by today’s standards, but it did 
open a new chapter in human history – one where humans could bend nature to their will, rather than the other way 
around. This innovation drove industrialization, industrialization drove more innovation, and both boosted incomes, 
which, in turn, fostered more innovation and industrialization.  
 
Although the outcome was a complete revolution in economic affairs and world economic geography, there was nothing 
fast about it. At first, the technology mostly fostered mechanization and industrialization, or what today we’d call 
automation. The trend started with the biggest industrial sectors of the time – textiles – and soon spread to improved 
iron and steel working, which led to the rise of factories as a new way of making goods.  At first, the Great 
Transformation led to rising inequality. 
 

 
 
Source: OurWorldInData.org 
 
As the figure shows, the share of income that went to the richest 5% in England and Wales rose gently from about 35% 
to about 40% between 1688 and 1867. But ultimately, the technology driving the transformation was all about helping 
people who worked with their hands, not their heads. Since the hand-workers were behind to start with, the Great 
Transformation was eventually good for social cohesion. The trend reversed in the late 1800s when the Second 
Industrial Revolution kicked in. The income share of the top 5% dropped from 40% down to under 20% by the 1970s. 
Since then it’s been rising, but that’s a story for the next transformation. 
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Supportive Question 4 

 
The fourth supporting question asks, “What impact did Antebellum technologies have on various groups of people?” 
Industry affected people in United States in different ways given a variety of factors. In the North, textile factories began 
to employ immigrants who were coming to the United States from Europe. As the northern economy became 
increasingly focused on industry and factory labor, immigrants supplied much of the labor force. In the south, the most 
impactful invention was the cotton gin. This invention allowed the production of cotton to become a profitable one thus 
making slavery rise in numbers and cotton becoming the only one product economy of the South. In the western part of 
the U.S, the mechanical reaper increased the speed of agricultural work making it more efficient and profitable.  The 
introduction of the railroad and canals products from all over the United States could be shipped to greater distances 
than ever before thus increasing one’s market.  These railroads were built by the Chinese in the West and others who 
came for the promise of free land.  

The featured sources include excerpts from an essay on industry in Antebellum society, the painting of American 
Progress by John Gast, and photographs of laborers working on in various settings. 

The formative performance task is to make claims about the impact of Antebellum technologies on various groups of 
people. The following procedure may be used to support students as they complete this task. 

● Organize students in pairs or small groups or continue the grouping from previous supporting questions.  

● Divide responsibilities as follows.  

o Make a list of people who were impacted by Antebellum technologies 

o Describe how the technologies impacted various groups of people. Here, students should be critical of 
the painting, American progress (Source B), describing how is included and who is not and how they are 
depicted.   

o Make claims about how people who were impacted by Antebellum inventions. 

Work on the formative performance task provides students one last opportunity to gather information and importantly 
to practice with the claim-making skills they will need in responding to the compelling question. 
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Supporting Question 4 
Featured Source Source A: Essay on industrialization, labor, and life 

 
The following is an excerpt from National Geographic industrialization, labor, and life and is available online at 
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/article/industrialization-labor-and-life/7th-grade  
 
The Industrial Revolution changed the world by transforming business, economics, and society. These shifts had major 
effects on the world and continue to shape it today. 
 
Before industrialization, most European countries had economies dominated by farming and artisan crafts such as hand-
woven cloth. Social structures had remained largely unchanged since the Middle Ages. Yet once industrialization 
commenced, work and family life transformed. 
 
According to most historians, the Industrial Revolution began in Great Britain in the middle of the 18th century. At the 
time, most people rarely traveled beyond the small and medium-sized villages where they lived. Rural people worked as 
subsistence farmers, which meant they grew crops to feed themselves and their families, not to trade or sell. 
 
The European population grew substantially during the 18th century, and farmers increased production to keep pace. 
Machines became widely used in farming, and consequently, farms required fewer workers. Large, technologically 
advanced farms replaced subsistence farms. 
 
Industrial Revolution's Lasting Effect on Farming 
 
The Industrial Revolution demonstrates an idea known as economies of scale. According to this principle, increased 
production of goods leads to increased efficiency. For peasants, however, large-scale production meant fewer economic 
opportunities. Conditions worsened due to the enclosure movement. Previously, villages had shared lands for grazing 
animals that could be used by all villagers. Once large-scale agriculture became widespread, wealthy people bought 
these lands and used them for private farms. 
 
More and more people in rural communities struggled. Many left their old lives behind and headed for towns and cities 
to find new employment. The growth of British cities was further accelerated by the development of factories. Industrial 
cities such as Manchester and Leeds grew dramatically in just a few decades. 
 
In 1800, about 20 percent of the British population lived in cities. In just 50 years, by the middle of the 19th century, that 
number had risen to 50 percent. Other Western European nations, including France, the Netherlands, and Germany, also 
saw an increase in the urban population, although their changes proceeded at a slower rate. 
 
Factory work in urban areas differed from farming. Before the Industrial Revolutions, artisans such as jewelers, weavers, 
and blacksmiths produced most manufactured goods. The mains sources of energy were human and animal muscle, 
along with the waterwheel. 
 
Families Were Forced to Focus on Factory Work 
 
The dawn of industrialization came alongside inventions such as the coal-powered steam engine, and the pace of work 
increased as a result. In factories, coal mines and other industrial workplaces, workers put in long hours in miserable and 
dangerous conditions. As countries industrialized, factories became larger and produced more goods. Larger companies 
that were able to achieve economies of scale did better in international trade. Earlier forms of work began to disappear. 
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Perhaps the most harmful consequences of industrialization were those affecting families. Before industrialization, 
families served both social and economic purposes. Married couples and their children often worked together in farms 
or shops. In 18th-century Great Britain, women and men often worked in their homes doing jobs such as spinning wool 
into textiles and weaving textiles into cloth. They then sold their products in a system that was called the "putting-out" 
or domestic system. 
 
However, the rise of factories meant that most male workers no longer worked at home. Some men left their families 
behind for jobs in the city. Even when men stayed with their families, factory jobs were oftentimes so difficult that they 
had little time for relaxation and family life after returning from work. 
 
Child Labor and Other Economic Changes 
 
Women also worked outside the home. Unmarried women commonly worked as servants in other families' homes. 
Many British women, including mothers, worked in textile mills. During the first century of industrialization, child labor 
was common. Factory owners appreciated workers whose fingers were small enough to weave thin threads in complex 
machines. Despite their important contributions, women and children received low pay for their labor. They were 
commonly forced to work 16 hours per day or longer. Although their work conditions could be quite dangerous, 
women's jobs were perceived as less skilled than those of their male co-workers. 
 
Industrialization caused similar social changes in the United States. There, manufacturing began after the nation gained 
independence from England in the 1770s. President Thomas Jefferson, whose administration spanned from 1801 to 
1809, later established a trade embargo. Jefferson's embargo banned foreign countries from sending their goods to the 
United States. This would mean those countries would not get the money from trading with the United States. It also 
increased the demand for U.S.-made supplies. 
 
During the War of 1812, the British navy prevented ships from going in and out of U.S. ports, which further drove the 
development of U.S. industries. By the 1830s, the United States had become one of the world's leading economic 
powers. 
 
The Booming Working Class 
 
In the first 50 years after U.S. independence, many agricultural workers moved to take on manufacturing jobs. As in 
Great Britain, textile production led the way. Industrialization, along with advancements in transportation like the 
railroad, drove economic growth and urbanization in the United States. A large working class developed, eventually 
leading to conflict between workers and factory owners. Working men and women led labor strikes to demand safer 
working conditions and higher pay. 
 
By the late 19th and early 20th centuries, industrialized nations like Great Britain and the United States began passing 
laws to improve conditions for factory workers. However, harsh conditions then arose in other parts of the world 
alongside factories. We continue to live with the effects of industrialization today. 
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Supporting Question 4 
Featured Source Source B:  Painting of American Progress by John Gast 

 

 

This painting shows "Manifest Destiny" (the belief that the United States should expand from the Atlantic to the Pacific 
Ocean. In 1872 artist John Gast painted a popular scene of people moving west that captured the view of Americans at 
the time. Called "Spirit of the Frontier" and widely distributed as an engraving, the painting portrayed settlers moving 
west, guided and protected by Columbia, who represents America and is dressed in a Roman toga to represent classical 
republicanism. She is aided by technology (railways, telegraph) and is driving Native Americans and bison into obscurity. 
The technology shown in the picture is used to represent the outburst of innovation and invention of modern 
technology. It is also important to note that Columbia is bringing the "light" as witnessed on the eastern side of the 
painting as she travels towards the "darkened" west. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_Progress#/media/File:American_Progress_(John_Gast_painting).jpg  

Additional sources include these video analyses of the painting at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BhIZoFG682g 
and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gHc70fyH7sY  
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Supporting Question 4 
Featured Source Source C: Photographs of laborers working on in various settings. 

 

 
 
 
A camp of Chinese railroad workers near Brown’s Station on the Central Pacific Railroad. (Image credit: Alfred A. Hart 
Photographs, 1862-1869, Department of Special Collections, Stanford University Libraries) Available online at 
https://exhibits.stanford.edu/rr/catalog/tg027sp0209  
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An enslaved family picking cotton outside Savannah in the 1850s. Photograph by Pierre Havens. Courtesy of New York 
Historical Society online at https://www.georgiaencyclopedia.org/file/8534  
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Summative Performance Task 

 

At this point in the inquiry students have examined multiple sources to learn more about whether Antebellum 
technology made life better. Students should be able to demonstrate the breadth of their understanding and their 
ability to use evidence from multiple sources to support their claims. In this summative performance task, students are 
asked to construct an evidence-based argument responding to the compelling question “Did Antebellum technology 
make life better?” It is important to note that students’ arguments could take a variety of forms, including a detailed 
outline, poster, or essay.  

Students’ arguments likely will vary, but could include any of the following.  

● Antebellum technology has had both good and bad impacts on people. 

● Technology affected different people different according to their station in life. 

● Technology was the driving force in helping whites to gain more power and wealth, but hurt non-whites. 

● Technology moved the United States from an agrarian country to an industrialized one.  

● The United States became more divided as different parts of the country embraced technology in different 
ways, thus creating different economic and working systems that would further separate the North and South. 

To extend this inquiry, students may create a visual representation of the argument. 

To take informed action students complete the following steps. 

● Develop an understanding of how the ongoing Technology Revolution is impacting America today in political, 
economic and social terms. 

● Assess the impact of new technologies and what might be done to lessen the negative effects. 

● Act by creating and sharing a public statement about technology can be used without as many negative effects. 

 

 


